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When is a trend about to reverse?

 

What ADX

tells you if you

know how to

read it

properly

When a new trend is just starting

to break out.

 

When is a trend strong enough to

buy on pullbacks?

 

When is a trend getting weak and
overbought and needs some rest?
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Work on all timeframes 

on any asset class

BENEFITS OF

USING ADX

Free indicator

Add ADX on your chart, no system to buy.

Quantifies trend strength

Allows us to see the strength of bulls and bears

at the same time.

Indiacates if the trend is strong/weak 

If ADX>25, you can use trend following strategies.
Tells us when the trend is about to reverse.



Conditions fueling a speculative bubble

Breakthrough technological change, new government policy, scarcity,

macroeconomic shocks such as interest rate, credit availability, or supply

changes (such as shortages).

 

How big, vivid, and emotionally compelling is the story? Are there

compelling narratives of others who struck it rich?

 

As prices continue higher and the story is seemingly confirmed by the

price movement, optimism hardens into firm beliefs (e.g., “This time is

different”).

 

Media reports on fundamental triggers. The emotion of the story spun is

gripping and inspires urgency.

 

Amateurs enter the market. These new participants have less education

about valuations and less self-control.

 

News and social media spread rumors, techniques, and

advice for investing. Trading the asset becomes cheaper.

Leverage is easy to obtain.

Fundamental

triggers

 

Media

 

Participants

 

The Story

 

Investor

psychology

 

Amplifiers
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+DMI cheatsheet

When price rises, +DMI rises.
When price falls, +DMI falls.

The +DMI moves in the direction of price.

DMI represents price
direction.

When +DMI is above –DMI, the price
direction is up.
When –DMI is above +DMI, the price
direction is down.

-DMI cheatsheet

When price rises, -DMI falls.
When price falls, -DMI rises.

The –DMI moves “counterdirectional” to price.

DMI
secrets

 The +DMI is the strength of the

bulls.

The –DMI is the strength of the

bears.

The two DMI lines allow the trader to

“independently” gauge the relative

strength of the bulls and bears.
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ADX

exposed

When there is a strong uptrend, ADX rises.

When there is a strong downtrend, ADX

rises too.

ADX measures the strength of a trend, but

doesn’t distinguish between uptrends and

downtrends.

 

 

ADX gives context

You know if you can let your profits run

Or whether you need to bank your

profits quickly

ADX distinguishes between trending and

non-trending conditions:

ADX slope

rise during strong trend legs,

And decline during retracements.

The ADX slope will:

Declining ADX warn
Declining ADX peaks suggests trend is

nearing completion.

An ADX peak of 25 or less often precedes

trend reversals



Click
here
 

 

How to get the
FREE and
complete ADX
VIDEO tutorial?
Click on the link and fill the form.

You will get notified when everything will be ready for

you.
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https://subvertotradingclub.com/en/adx2/
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A few more

guidelines
Three basic principles you should never

forget if you want to make it as a trader...

Ignore opinions
Trust only your own system.

Follow price
If you can't read price, indicators won't help

you. You will only distort the facts of the

market..

Ignore news hype
Mainstream media are telling you a story

that unfolded... yesterday.
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Free Resources

Use these free material to educate

yourself.

How to eliminate Fear and Greed

https://subvertotradingclub.com/en/how-to-

eliminate-fear-and-greed-from-trading/

Price Action and Market Structure

https://subvertotradingclub.com/en/how-to-read-price-

action-and-market-structure-like-a-pro/

20 common trading mistakes

https://subvertotradingclub.com/en/20-common-

trading-mistakes-and-how-to-fix-them/

Focus mindset on markets not money

https://subvertotradingclub.com/en/how-to-trade-the-

markets-not-the-money/


